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SAN FRANCISCO
EARTHQUAKE

April 18, 1906 M 7.8

“The whole street was
undulating as if the waves
of the ocean were coming
toward me.”
“I saw the whole city
enveloped in a pile of dust
caused by falling buildings.”
“Inside of twelve hours half
the heart of the city was
gone”

3000 deaths
28,000 buildings

destroyed
(most by fire)
$10B damage







THE GROUND MOVED!

What is
the fault?
Why
does the
ground
move?

USGS

Average 12 feet (4 m)
of  motion

West side moved north

Motion along hundreds of
miles of San Andreas Fault



Over many years, rocks on opposite sides of the fault move,
but friction on the fault "locks" it and prevents slip

Eventually strain stored is more than fault rocks can
withstand, and the fault slips in earthquake

ELASTIC REBOUND

Took 60 years to figure out why this happens!





HARD TO PREDICT EARTHQUAKES
 time between them is very variable

M >7    mean 132  yr    σ 105 yr
Estimated probability in 30 yrs 7-51%

Sieh et al., 1989Extend earthquake
history with geologic
record



EARTHʼS SURFACE DIVIDED INTO PLATES

Plates move at a few cm/yr: earthquakes & volcanoes
happen at their boundaries

San
Andreas
fault:
boundary
between
Pacific &
North
American
plates



1900-2002

PACIFIC

NORTH AMERICA

MOST EARTHQUAKES AT PLATE
BOUNDARIES, WHERE MOTION IS FAST

SOME FROM SLOW MOTION INSIDE PLATES
New Madrid seismic zone in central U.S.

M 7 earthquakes in
1811-12
Small earthquakes
continue
Big ones might
happen again
Donʼt know why,

when, how
dangerous



LOTS OF PUBLIC CONFUSION



Midwest public hears steady drumbeat of
alarming earthquake information from

government and other sources

Confusing mixture of science & hype:

Large earthquakes occurred in 1811- 1812 (true)
These were the largest ever in the U.S. (hype)

There is a hazard from future earthquakes (true)
The risk is similar to that in California (hype)

Communities must decide whether, as FEMA
pushes, adopt building standards as stringent as

those in California, or whether the required
billions of dollars would be better used elsewhere



“PERFECT STORM”
NATURAL INSTITUTIONAL MOTIVES TEND TO

HYPE HAZARD
RESEARCHERS: interested in earthquakes, seek funding
EMERGENCY MANAGERS: well-meaning nonscientists,
draw attention via focus on extreme & unlikely scenarios

QUASI-REGULATORY AGENCIES: USGS, FEMA, etc:
focus on extreme scenarios, donʼt consider costs of

mandates that donʼt come from their budgets
MEDIA: Drawn naturally to sensational (disaster chic)
ENGINEERS: Develop codes for earthquake resistant

structures & design buildings to meet them
TAKEN TO EXCESS, YIELD:



GROUPTHINK: a decision making process,
where group members go along with
consensus. Groupthink causes irrational
decisions, where individual doubts are set
aside, resulting in a bad decision.
- Discounting warnings that challenge assumptions

- Unquestioned belief in group’s morality makes
members ignore consequences of their actions

- Pressure to conform on members who disagree

- Shutting down ideas that deviate from the consensus

- Illusion of unanimity about going along with the group

- Mindguards- self-appointed members who shield the
group from dissenting opinions

Launch of shuttle
Challenger

“Men readily believe what they wish to.”   Julius Caesar

Vietnam War



U.S. government prepared for epidemic that never
materialized.

CDC reported "strong possibility" of epidemic. HEW
thought "chances seem to be 1 in 2” and projected

“virus will kill one million Americans in 1976."

President Ford, facing election, launched program to
vaccinate entire population despite criticsʼ

reservations.

40 million Americans vaccinated at cost of millions of
dollars before program suspended due to reactions to

vaccine.

1976
SWINE

FLU

About 500 people had serious reactions and 25
died, compared to one person who died from
swine flu.

Ford lost election, so only winners were
companies that made vaccine.



Much ado made of possibility that on January 1,
2000 computer systems would fail, because
dates used only two digits.
Books and media warned of upcoming disaster,
survivalists stockpiled food and guns, and
special insurance policies were written.
U.S. government declared a major problem and
established major programs headed by FEMA
Few major problems occurred, even among
businesses and foreign countries who made little
or no preparation.

Estimated $300 billion spent made Y2K
preparations very profitable for computer
industry.

Y2K programming outsourced from U.S. fueled
growth of Indiaʼs profitable outsourcing industry
at the expense of U.S. programmersʼ jobs



Predicted
Disaster

Probabilities
P(sinking) = 0

P(loss) = 1/100,000

“Apocalytic claims do not have a
good track record. And arguments
that statistics support such claims -
particularly arguments that simple,

easily understood numbers are proof
that the future holds complex,

civilization-threatening changes -
deserve the most careful inspection .”

J. Best: More Damned Lies and
Statistics: How Numbers Confuse

Public Issues



HYPE

Stein & Wysession (2003)
after IRIS

5-10 earthquakes of
this size occur on
earth each year

year



HYPE

“Seismologists have
predicted a 40-60% chance
of a devastating earthquake
in the New Madrid seismic
zone in the next ten years.
Those odds jump to 90%
over the next 50 years. The
potential magnitude of a
catastrophic New Madrid
quake dictates that we
approach the preparedness
on a regional basis"

Can get any value,
depending on

assumptions of
magnitude and recurrence

Stein et al., 2003



“Catastrophic” & “devastating”
defined as M>6 … which occurs ~
every 150 years somewhere in the

New Madrid zone - most of which isnʼt
densely populated

The largest in the past century,
1968 (M 5.5) Illinois
earthquake, caused no
fatalities.  Damage consisted
of fallen bricks from chimneys,
broken windows, toppled
television aerials, and cracked
or fallen brick & plaster.



HYPE

CUSEC Director “James
Wilkinson showed an
extraordinary knowledge of
the danger facing the entire
region, subscribing to the
consensus that a seismic
event is a “when” and not an
“if.”"

We have no idea whether
 or not 1811-12 type

earthquakes will happen
again, or  - if so - when

Because we don’t
understand intraplate

earthquakes, geological
theory tells us nothing

Data show no sign of
strain building up in the

ground as we see in other
places before large

earthquakes



HYPE:  NEW MADRID IS AS HAZARDOUS AS
CALIFORNIA

Buildings should be built to same standards (FEMA)

Frankel et al., 1996U.S. Geological Survey

Hazard map uses extreme assumptions



$100M seismic retrofit of Memphis VA hospital,
removing nine floors, bringing it to California

standard

CONSEQUENCE

J. Tomasello



S. Hough

INTENSITY OF SHAKING IMPLIES MID-MAGNITUDE 7,
NOT OFTED QUOTED 8

Log cabin
collapse at New
Madrid; minor
damage in St

Louis, Nashville,
Louisville, etc.

No Boston church
bells ring



MAGNITUDE 8
IS MUCH
BIGGER THAN
MAGNITUDE 7

University of Nevada



1900-2002

PACIFIC

NORTH AMERICA

NEW MADRID ZONESeismicity 1/30-1/100
California rate, due to
different motion rates NEW MADRID SEISMICITY

M>5 ~ every 15 yr
M>6 ~ every 150 yr
M>7 in 1811-12
Seismic energy
propagates better
than in California



Sand blows in New Madrid area (USGS)

EARTHQUAKE HISTORY
Paleoseismology - in this area primarily paleoliquefaction -

shows events  ~ 1450 and 900 AD



WHY EARTHQUAKES AT NEW MADRID?
STANDARD EXPLANATION:

Associated with
subsurface faults in
ancient  (750 Myr old)
failed Reelfoot rift



ACTIVE RIFTING TODAY:
Continent rifts: splits up

When rift succeeds,
new ocean forms
Some rifts fail, leaving
fossil structure



Unclear why
earthquakes here
rather than other
fossil features
Seems to have
become active (for
some reason)
within past few Kyr
Unclear how long it
will last
Probably migrates
among similar
features

o Historical    o Instrumental

PROBLEM: LOTS OF FAILED RIFTS



MAKING SENSE OF ALL THIS

GPS
seismology

geology
Heat flow

Recent data, taken together,
suggest that

-It will be a very long time until
large earthquakes like 1811-12

recur.
-Earthquake hazard is much

smaller than claimed
-New Madrid zone may be
shutting down after recent

cluster of large earthquakes in
the past 1000 years.

 



GPS: GLOBAL
POSITIONING

SYSTEM

24 Satellites
5-8 overhead most of the

world

Transmit radio signals

Receivers on ground find
position from time signals

arrive

For tectonics, find motions
to 1 mm/yr from changes in

position over time
Stein & Wysession, 2003



Sella et al., 2007

Canada
rises &
US sinks
Hinge
line
agrees
with lake
level data

The most visible GPS motion
in Eastern North America is
post-glacial rebound



NEW MADRID GPS SITES
SHOW LITTLE OR NO MOTION

Motions with respect to the rigid
North American plate, are small,
< 2 mm/yr , and generally within
their error ellipses.  These data do
not require motion, and restrict
any motion to being very slow.

Thus a very long time would be
needed to store up the slip
needed for a future large

earthquake
For steady motion, M 7 is at

least hundreds of years away. M
8 would thousands.

Stein 2007





NEW MADRID SEISMICITY: 1811-12 AFTERSHOCKS?

Ongoing seismicity looks like
aftershocks of 1811-12, as
suggested by the fact that the
rate & size are decreasing.
Moreover, the largest are at
the ends of the presumed
1811-12 ruptures

Stein & Newman, 1994



? ?
9k 7k 6k 4k12k 3k 1k Today

Portageville Cycle Reelfoot Cycle New Madrid Cycle

Slip
Cluster

Slip
Cluster

Slip
Cluster

Quiescent Quiescent Quiescent

Holocene Punctuated Slip

New Madrid
earthquake
history inferred
from
Mississippi
river channels

Holbrook et al., 2006

GEOLOGY IMPLIES NEW MADRID
EARTHQUAKES ARE

EPISODIC & CLUSTERED

The absence of significant fault topography, and other
geological data, imply that the recent pulse of activity is

only a few thousand years old.
This is consistent with results from other continental

interiors



“Large continental interior
earthquakes reactivate ancient

faults … geological studies indicate
that earthquakes on these faults

tend to be temporally clustered and
that recurrence intervals are on the
order of tens of thousands of years

or more.”  (Crone et al., 2003)

Meers fault, Oklahoma
Active 1000 years ago,
dead now

IN GENERAL, CONTINENTAL
INTRAPLATE EARTHQUAKES

MIGRATE AND ARE
EPISODIC & CLUSTERED



“During the past 700 years,
destructive earthquakes
generally occurred in different
locations, indicating a migration
of seismicity with time.”
(Camelbeeck et al., 2007)

NW Europe

MIGRATING SEISMICITY

Li, Liu & Stein, 2008

China







HOW STRONGLY SHOULD WE BUILD?
Stronger building reduces damage, but costs more

Resources used for stronger building arenʼt available for
other purposes

Balance for any location depends on hazard  there

Memphis St Louis



U.S. average 10-20 deaths per year, but can be
many more for large earthquake

Some foreign countries much more (more people
living along plate boundary, weaker construction)

 



U.S. EARTHQUAKES

Infrequent, but occasionally
major, fatalities and damage

Moderate (M 6.7) 1994
Northridge earthquake: 58

deaths, $20B damage

Challenge: find mitigation
strategy that balances cost of

safer construction with
benefits, given other possible

uses of resources

Tough problem!



DAMAGE DEPENDS ON BUILDING TYPE
RESISTANT CONSTRUCTION REDUCES

EARTHQUAKE RISKS

Pakistan
earthquake?

STRONGER SHAKING (%g)Pigs had it
wrong “Earthquakes don't kill people; buildings kill people."



ADOBE

BRICK

12/03 Bam, Iran
M 6.6 27,000 deaths

10/05 Pakistan M 7.6
80,000 deaths

2/71 San Fernando,
California  M 6.6   65 deaths

CONCRETE



IS NEW MADRID MORE DANGEROUS THAN CALIFORNIA?

Quantify as maximum shaking (acceleration) expected
 in some time period

Need to estimate:

Where and how often
earthquakes will occur

How large they will be

How much ground motion
they will produce

These arenʼt well understood,
especially in intraplate regions

where large earthquakes are rare,
so hazard estimates have

considerable uncertainties and it
will be a long time before we
know how well theyʼve done

“A game of chance against
nature of which we still don't

know all the rules"



Underestimated
uncertainty and

bias
in measured

speed of light
1875-1960

Uncertainties are
hard to assess
and generally

underestimated



Number of human
chromosome pairs

1921-1955: 24            Now: 23



HIGH MODELED HAZARD RESULTS FROM ASSUMPTIONS

- Redefined from maximum
acceleration predicted at
10% probability in 50 yr
to 2% in 50 yr
(1/ 500 yr to 1/2500  yr)

- Large magnitude of 1811-12 and
thus future large earthquakes

-High ground motion in large
events

- Time-independent recurrence of
large events

Arbitrary choice on
policy grounds

Donʼt understand
how to best model
recurrence

Lack of data

Uncertainty in
interpreting intensity
data



Frankel et al., 1996

Algermissen  et al., 1982

Hazard redefined

from maximum
acceleration
predicted at
10% probability
in 50 yr
(1/ 500 yr )

to much higher
2% in 50 yr
(1/2500 yr)



ASSUMED HAZARD DEPENDS ON DEFINITION TIME WINDOW

Over 100 years,
California site
much more likely
to be shaken
strongly than
NMSZ one

Over 1000 years,
more NMSZ sites
shaken strongly
once; many in
California shaken
many times

Short time
relevant for
buildings with 50-
100 yr life Shaken areas MMI > VII

Random seismicity simulation including seismicity & ground
motion differences



Newman et al., 2001

PREDICTED
HAZARD

DEPENDS ON
ASSUMED
MAXIMUM

MAGNITUDE OF
LARGEST

EVENTS AND
ASSUMED
GROUND

MOTION MODEL



ASSUMED HAZARD DEPENDS ON EARTHQUAKE
PROBABILITY ASSUMPTION

Constant since last event: time independent
Small after last event, then grows: time dependent

Hebden & Stein, 2008

Time
dependent
lower until
~2/3 mean
recurrence

Charleston &
New Madrid
early in their
cycles so time
dependent
predicts lower
hazard



2% in 50 yr
(1/2500  yr)

Hebden & Stein, 2008



Memphis Seismic 
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SHOULD MEMPHIS BUILDINGS MEET CALIFORNIA
STANDARD?

New building code IBC 2000, urged by FEMA,  would raise to California level
Essentially no analysis of costs & benefits of new code
Initial estimates suggest cost likely to exceed benefits
Careful study needed to see if justified or more moderate standard better
Code should be neither too weak nor too strong

Year

J. Tomasello

Code



BUILDING RISK COMPARISON
Estimate annual earthquake loss ratio (AELR),  ratio of annualized
earthquake loss to the replacement cost of all buildings in the area.

Memphis and St. Louis values ~1/5 - 1/10 of those for San Francisco and
Los Angeles. Memphis 32nd among major U.S. cities; St. Louis 34th.

Since ratios are
equivalent to the
fractional risk of
building damage,
estimate predicts
NMSZ buildings 5-
10 times less likely
to be damaged
during their lives
than ones in
California.

Searer et
al, 2005



IN  FORMULATING EARTHQUAKE POLICY, CONSIDER
TWO PRINCIPLES:

“There's no free lunch”

      Resources used for one goal arenʼt available for another.
Easy to see in the public sector, where there are direct

tradeoffs. Funds spent strengthening schools arenʼt
available to hire teachers, upgrading hospitals may mean

covering fewer uninsured (~$1 K/yr), stronger bridges may
result in hiring fewer police and fire fighters (~$50 K/yr)...

“There's no such thing as other people's money”

       Costs are ultimately borne by society as a whole. Imposing
costs on the private sector affects everyone via reduced

economic activity (firms don't build or build elsewhere), job
loss (or reduced growth), and resulting reduction in tax

revenue and thus social services.



PROBLEM: BIASING HAZARD ESTIMATES

Estimates biased toward high ("conservative") values
distort policy decisions by favoring seismic safety over

other valuable resource uses.

Donʼt want poor education in earthquake-safe schools,
or to turn away patients from earthquake-safe hospitals

Need careful balance



Summary
Tough science challenge in understanding intraplate

earthquakes
Looks like a very long time until a major 1811-12 style

NMSZ earthquake
New Madrid earthquake hazard greatly overestimated

Current cycle of large events may be ending
Billions of dollars needed to build to California standards

would likely do more good if spent otherwise
Donʼt rush to get wrong answer as fast as possible
Need careful study to develop cost-effective policy

Good science needed for sensible hazard policy


